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for Labels and Rights Holders

Untapped Possibilities
Getting the most out of your recordings has never been easier with Audionamix AI music stemming 
technology. With our proprietary AI algorithms, you have the power to create new stems from the master 
recording - no multitrack required. These AI assets mean new opportunities to rerelease and reimagine 
content and  generate substantial revenue

Benefits of AI Separation for Music
Multitrack sound recordings are not always readily available or accessible, significantly limiting the 
revenue potential of your catalogue. With AI separation you have power to unlock your archive, creating 
new opportunities and untapped revenue streams across label departments.

• Generate backing tracks and vocal isolations, automatically and at scale.
• Leverage and maximize your existing catalog through UGC apps TikTok, Triller, Twitch, IG to 

create never-before-heard, personalized listening experiences using stems.
• Re-release classic recordings with new production techniques, or upmix in Atmos and surround 

sound formats.
• Allow your roster artists to collaborate across time with beloved artist performances and create 

new products from existing songs.

Barry Manilow - “My Dreams Due”
Project Type: Vocal Extraction

Barry takes the opportunity to speak on his experience working with Audionamix on 
creating new duets with some of music’s most legendary artists.

Barbra Streisand - Love Me Tender
Project Type: Vocal Extraction

Extracting Elvis’ vocals from “Love Me Tender” allowed Barbra to record a new 
arrangement of the song with the isolated vocals, giving her the unique experience 
of a virtual duet with the King of Rock & Roll

Past Projects
For years, Audionamix Professional Services has connected this innovative separation technology with the 
music industry. Below are a few of the projects we’ve had the opportunity to bring to life.
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Pricing
Audionamix provides several convenient service options for you to securely separate songs, ranging from 
our easy to use transfer service to our fully customizable, unlimited Enterprise license. Simply select the 
service that best suits your needs.

Additional Post Processing
Need additional cleanup or editing on larger-than-life projects? Our in-house team of expert engineers are 
here to help, offering over a decade of experience refining and perfecting AI separations.

Transfer Service API Web App  Enterprise

Pricing
Starts at $10 per 
separated stem

Starts at $500 
per month

Starts at $500 
per month

Contact Us 
for a Quote

Best In Class  
Algorithms

White Glove 
Support

24/7 On-Demand 
Processing

Easy to Use 
& Documented

Customizable 
Interface

Unlimited 
Separations

Local / Offline  
Processing Available

Discounted  
Post-Processing Services
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